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Abstract
The packaging industry is lacking a standard methodology to characterise the 
granular flow of a wide range of powders and grains in actual handling condi-
tions. We present a new fully-instrumented granular column collapse apparatus 
for the experimental investigation of granular flow phenomena, by a quasi-two-
dimensional set-up with novel features including: a lifting gate activated by a 
parallelogram mechanism for material release; a reversible pneumatic circuit to 
impose fluidised and vacuum conditions to the initial granular column; a set 
of load cells to monitor the basal load distribution during flow propagation; a 
3D laser line profile sensor to scan the free surface morphology of the samples 
at rest; and a high-speed video recording set to capture near-wall flow visual-
isations and relevant kinematic measures by particle image velocimetry. The 
selected results on dry flows of oat flakes, copper sulphate fertiliser, and talc 
powder samples show their distinctive flow dynamics, indicating the good flowa-
bility of fertiliser compared to the poor flowability of talc. This research has 
implications for the selection and design of bulk solids handling equipment, and 
the calibration and validation of mechanical and numerical models. 
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A wide range of powders and grains are handled in the packaging industry
   using bulk solids handling equipment, among which bag filling systems are of 
our interest. The performance of bagging machinery and the packaging quality           
5         rely on the first unit operation of dosing of the granular materials [1]. Dosing is
carried out by gain-in-weight batching systems, consisting of a volumetric feeder 
that regulates the flow of bulk solids out of a supply hopper and into a weighing 
hopper [2]. Based on the applied material conveying techniques, a variety of 
feeder types exist [3]: free discharge by gravity feeders and rotary valves; pos-
10 itive displacement by belt, screw, and vibratory tray feeders; and pneumatic
transport by fluidisation chambers. The operating efficiency of the feeders is 
critically affected by the flowability of the granular materials [4]. Nevertheless, 
it is still a common practice in the industry to base the feeder selection and de-
sign strategies solely on a qualitative assessment of flowability, the unreliability
15       of which entails financial and environmental costs throughout the life cycle of the
equipment. Therefore, the lack of a standard protocol for characterising granu-lar 
flow phenomena remains a challenging issue in practical handling [5]. This 
motivates the development of experimental methodologies that can be equally 
applied to the diversity of powders and grains on the market. Then, robust clas-
20        sification strategies can be designed, relying on redundant material databases
of the extracted parameters, combined with the engineering know-how and the 
mechanical behaviour modelling from experimental observations.
Flowability of granular materials involves complex mechanical behaviour is-
sues, such as particle size segregation, affecting the homogeneity of free-flowing
material batches [6], and jamming processes [7], which lead to the formation25
of stable arch and rathole structures [8, 9]. The constitutive behaviour of bulk
solids is otherwise affected by environmental conditions such as the ambient
temperature and the relative humidity, the latter affecting the amount of stored
water in hygroscopic materials [10]. In turn, the exposure to environmental con-
ditions alters flowability by controlling slip-stick and caking processes [11, 12].30
The effect on flowability of the material properties of powders and grains pro-
duced by the food and agri-food, construction and mining, chemical and phar-
maceutical, and recycling industries [13–17] has been studied using techniques
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at different scales. At the microscopic or grain scale, most work has focused on
the investigation of the particle size, shape, and density; whereas at the macro-35
scopic or bulk scale, attention has been paid to robust physical measurements
including the compressibility, defined in terms of uniaxial compression stress,
and shear testing in the quasi-static regime [18]. Moreover, flowability for spe-
cific applications—for instance additive manufacturing or die filling—has been
researched respectively by avalanching and indentation [19, 20]. Other method-40
ologies exist that provide conventional parameters, albeit with indirect physical
interpretations, such as the discharge rates, compressibility in terms of tapping
densities, or the angle of repose [21, 22].
Over the last two decades, granular column collapse experiments have re-
ceived rising attention, aiming at understanding natural and industrial granular45
flows [23]. Fig. 1 shows the experimental set-up consisting of a reservoir in
which the granular column is prepared and pre-conditioned. The reservoir wall
is instantaneously removed, allowing the granular material to flow over the base,
driven by gravity, until the final deposit configuration is attained at rest. We
distinguish different types of granular column collapse experimental set-ups by50
their main features, as found in the literature:
• The geometry of the initial column has been considered to be either quasi-
two-dimensional [25–31], assuming plane strain conditions inside a rectan-
gular channel, or axi-symmetrical [23, 25, 29, 32–36], which does not allow
inspecting the internal structure of the mobilised mass during flow prop-55
agation. So-called semiaxisymmetric geometries have been explored to
circumvent such drawbacks with consistent results compared to cylindri-
cal set-ups [26]. For a quasi-two-dimensional set-up, we define the initial
column aspect ratio as a = h0/l0, with h0 the average initial granular
column height after pre-conditioning, and l0 the reservoir base length,60
see Fig. 1. The explored values of a range typically between around 0.5
[25, 26, 31] and 10 [30, 31].
• In the case of quasi-two-dimensional set-ups, the procedure for material
release generally consists in the instantaneous removal of a vertically lifted
gate, ensuring that the time to completely separate the gate from the65






Fig. 1: Schematic of a quasi-two-dimensional granular column collapse experimental set-up,
showing the initial granular column (h0, l0) and final deposit (h∞, l∞) configurations (adapted
from [24]).
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Alternatively, some authors have resorted to swinging gates [27, 28, 37].
• The basal surface geometry and properties have been investigated. Beyond
the usual horizontal surface configuration, the special case of a rotating
horizontal table has been analysed in [34]. A smooth basal surface has70
been adopted in most cases, whereas experiences with rough surfaces—e.g.
covered with sandpaper of a roughness of the same order as the tested
granular material—have shown little effect on the results [23]. Further-
more, flows down rough inclined surfaces have been studied primarily in
the field of earth sciences [38, 39] to understand phenomena such as land-75
slides or debris flows. Other works have presented results from inclined
plane observations with rough [40] and smooth [41, 42] basal surfaces. The
maximum reported inclinations with respect to the horizontal range from
15 to 35◦. Erodible beds, formed by layers of variable thickness of a gran-
ular material, have also shown negligible difference in the flow behaviour80
and deposit morphology on horizontal set-ups [32], whereas the flow dy-
namics and run-out have been confirmed to be controlled by erosion in
the case of inclined channels or steps, as reviewed in [43].
• The interstitial fluid surrounding the granular material, either gas or liq-
uid, has been also taken into account. Dry granular flows have been mostly85
researched, without control of the packing state of the material. Air flu-
idisation of granular columns both previous to and during flow has been
reported in [44, 45]. The inclusion of a liquid phase, in the form of cap-
illary water in the pendular state, has been examined in [46–48]. Finally,
fully saturated granular samples, immersed in distilled water or in various90
mixtures of water with soluble agents, have been tested in [49–51]. The
pore fluid pressures at the basal surface have been controlled in the cases
of air fluidisation and fully immersed set-ups [44, 49].
We have developed a new fully-instrumented granular column collapse ap-
paratus [52, 53] that provides for a direct observation of granular flow regimes95
generated in actual handling conditions [54], and suitable for a wide range of
powders and grains with particle sizes from the scale of µm to mm. The appara-
tus allows us to characterise the effect of their varying physical and mechanical
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properties at the grain and bulk scales on their flowability. Few researchers have
addressed the question of the granular column collapse of fine-grained cohesive100
powders—for instance gypsum plaster [31]—and have largely focused on study-
ing free-flowing non-cohesive coarser materials such as monodisperse spherical
glass beads or quartz sand. We have equipped our experimental apparatus with
complementary measurement techniques to visualise granular flow by looking
at: the fluidisation and deaeration of the granular columns, the basal load dis-105
tribution after collapse, the near-wall kinematics during flow propagation, and
the free surface morphology of the final deposits. With the instrumentation
redundancy, we seek to circumvent the eventual operational issues, as well as
the problems associated with the material properties, such as the particle colour
and granular texture affecting the feasibility of the image analysis of the flows.110
This paper is organised as follows. First, we describe our experimental ap-
paratus and the integrated instrumentation in section 2. Next, we present three
representative granular materials, and we detail our testing protocol in section 3.
We illustrate the capabilities of the apparatus by following the testing protocol
to analyse the chosen materials. We show and discuss a selection of the obtained115
results in section 4. Last, we summarise the highlights of our work and draw
our conclusions in the final section 5.
2. Experimental set-up
Fig. 2 shows views of our new fully-instrumented granular column collapse
apparatus, consisting of a horizontal rectangular channel (1) of width 160 mm120
and length 2150 mm, which comprises a smooth anodised aluminium plate at the
base, and vertical glass walls of height varying between 350 mm to 150 mm for
ease of operation. The prismatic configuration permits the thorough visualisa-
tion and instrumentation of the set-up, by exploiting the quasi-two-dimensional
nature of the generated granular flows. This in turn facilitates the interpretation125
and modelling of the experimental results.
An automated lifting gate (2) is closed at a distance l0 = 150 mm, form-
ing a prismatic reservoir (3) 150× 150× 350 mm3 where the granular material
column is prepared. The lightweight gate consists of a carbon fibre reinforced

















Fig. 2: New fully-instrumented apparatus with numbered parts. a) Close-up view of the
channel: 1. horizontal channel (160 × 2150 mm2); 2. automated lifting gate; 3. reservoir
(150 × 150 × 350 mm3); 4. air chamber; 5. air flow control panel; 6. permeable plate; 7. mem-
branes and beam load cells; 8. signal filtering and transmission panel. b) General view of
the experimental set-up: 9. automated parallelogram mechanism of the lifting gate; 10. lin-
ear guide held by a detachable structure; 11. 3D laser line profile sensor; 12. PC for data
acquisition and control; 13. high-speed video camera on tripod; 14. LED illumination.
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aluminium sheet. The gate opening is controlled by a parallelogram mechanism
(9) automated by pneumatic cylinders, providing a uniformly accelerated circu-
lar motion of the gate, as illustrated in Fig. 3. A constant angular acceleration of
8 rad s−2 is achieved at an adjusted operating gauge pressure of the cylinders of
0.4 MPa, attaining a speed of 0.4–0.5 m s−1 after 0.1 s starting from repose. Our135
design addresses the main limitations of commonly used gate systems. First,
the gate is instantaneously removed horizontally from its closed position, thus
reducing the shear stresses on the granular column in contact with the gate
during fast vertical lifting. Second, the parallelogram mechanism also reduces
drag forces on the granular column caused by swinging gates in the direction of140
flow, to which materials with low particle density are more susceptible, while
operating at a comparable velocity to the reported value of 0.4 m s−1 [37].
  25 mm
Parallelogram mechanism
Lifting gate frame
Fig. 3: Pathlines of two points on the lifting gate along the opening.
The initially poured random packing state of the granular column in the
reservoir can be pre-conditioned either to a fluidised state of the material, ob-
tained by injecting a positive air flow into the sample, or to a deaerated state of145
the material, generated under negative pressure conditions with the reversible
8
pneumatic circuit depicted in Fig. 4. This circuit allows us to reproduce actual
conditions in bulk solids handling operations: aeration in fluidisation chambers
for bag filling [55], and deaeration to densify granular masses and prepare the
package to be closed. A source of dried compressed air is connected through150
a solenoid valve to an air chamber (4) attached to the reservoir base. To cre-
ate vacuum conditions inside the reservoir, the compressed air is redirected by
the solenoid valve to a vacuum ejector to reverse the air flow out of the air
chamber. A control panel (5) is installed between the solenoid valve and the
air chamber, where the air flow is regulated and measured using a flowme-155
ter (SMC Corporation of America, US) with a measuring range of 3× 10−4
to 3× 10−2 m3 s−1 and an accuracy of ±0.05 % FS. Two pressure transducers
(SMC Corporation of America, US), with a measuring range of ±100 kPa and an
accuracy of ±0.05 % FS, are also used to assess the air pressure inside the pneu-
matic circuit and, foremost, at the reservoir base, where a permeable polyester160





























Fig. 4: Air flow diagram of the reversible pneumatic circuit with two operating modes: a)
fluidisation; b) deaeration. The blue colour indicates positive air pressure and flow sense from
the air source to the air chamber. The red colour indicates negative air pressure and flow
sense from the air chamber to the vacuum ejector.
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Once the sample is prepared within the reservoir and its packing state pre-
conditioned, the onset of flow is triggered by opening the gate synchronised
in turn with a set of nine logarithmically-spaced beam load cells (UTILCELL,
Spain) distributed along the channel base (7). The sensors are ordered by
measuring range from 300 to 30 mN with an accuracy of ±0.02 % FS, since165
the flow dynamics produce higher basal loading at channel locations closer to
the reservoir. Embedded in the centre line of the channel base width are nine
moulded silicone membranes, see Fig. 5a, that transmit the loads acting on the
channel surface to the respective force transducers fixed to the channel structure,
as shown in Fig. 5b. The membrane design is detailed in Fig. 5c, consisting of170
a circular sheet of thickness θ = 0.3 mm, which deforms elastically under the
action of the granular material deposited on it; a central block transmits the
reaction force to the load cell on which it is supported. The load cells monitor
flow propagation and load distribution of the granular material along the channel
surface, through a set of high-speed transmitters (UTILCELL, Spain) installed175
on a signal filtering and transmission panel (8).
Aligned with the channel, a detachable structure holds a linear guide (10)
covering the whole channel length with an effective stroke of 2200 mm, and
encasing a toothed belt with positioning control by a stepper motor with a
repetition accuracy of ±0.01 % FS. Coupled to the slide (11) of the linear guide180
is a 3D laser line profile sensor (LMI Technologies Inc, Canada) positioned
as depicted in Fig. 6. The profile sensor provides measurements of the top
free surface morphology of the granular material at rest: first, of the granular
column in the reservoir before testing; and second, of the final deposit along the
channel after the flow stops. The analysis of the run-out is required to verify185
the quasi-two-dimensional hypothesis on the mechanical behaviour of the bulk
material in the prismatic channel, as well as to observe shape parameters of the
deposit such as the angle of repose [24, 29]. We consider the reference frame
shown in Fig. 6, with the origin in the midpoint of the inner bottom left edge of
the reservoir. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the profile sensor lies between190
19–60 µm, with a range of 400 mm in the z -axis direction, and a field of view











Fig. 5: Silicone membrane and load cell mounting: a) top view of the membrane embedded
in the channel base; b) side view of the beam load cell arrangement with membrane support;
c) diagram of the membrane design with internal radius Rin = 16 mm and external radius
Rex = 31 mm.
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(12) for data acquisition and control by a custom interface of the linear guide,
as well as the automated lifting gate, the reversible pneumatic circuit, and the
signal filtering and transmission panel. The Gocator Web Interface by LMI195









Fig. 6: Schematic view of the profile sensor positioning with respect to the frame of reference
fixed on the channel base.
Near-wall flow visualisations through the glass walls of the channel are ob-
tained using a high-speed video camera (SONY Corporation, Japan) at a frame
rate of 200 fps and with a pixel resolution of 1920× 1080 px2. The digital
imaging set includes a tripod (13) to ensure both the stability of the camera200
and the repeatability of the measurements, as well as two LED light panels
(14) providing continuous lighting of the channel recordings. Kinematic fields
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are extracted from image analysis by particle image velocimetry (PIV) [56], a
widespread technique for the study of steady-state flows down inclines in both
dry [37, 57, 58] and saturated [59, 60] conditions. PIV analysis has been fur-205
ther incorporated to granular column collapse experiments [25, 26, 30, 40, 61]
and similar set-ups [62]. We use the open-source software PIVlab [63], which
implements a cross-correlation algorithm performing iterative deformation and
refinement of all interrogation areas in each frame pair being processed. Several
approaches exist for image pre-processing to define object boundaries, as briefly210
reviewed in [64]. Automatic image masking for background exclusion is required
to delimit the region of interest, i.e. the flowing granular material; we ensure
a uniform background by the chroma key in Fig. 2. Other moving objects in
view throughout the recording, such as the lifting gate frame, are masked out
by adapting the pattern matching scheme in the PIV to the object detection of215
reference images containing distinctive features. Granular materials able to pro-
duce particle texture above the pixel scale are properly tracked, whereas mixing
the material with marker particles at low mass fraction may be required in the
case of materials with insufficient inherent texture or with finer monochrome
particles [53].220
3. Materials and testing protocols
We have chosen three materials representative of common industrial practice
to illustrate the capabilities of our experimental apparatus, namely: oat flakes,
copper sulphate fertiliser, and talc powder. Table 1 shows material properties of
the selected materials. We report poured bulk density ρp values corresponding
Table 1: Material properties of tested oat flakes, copper sulphate fertiliser, and talc powder
samples.
Material
Bulk density (kg m−3) Friction Particle Circularity Gravimetric
Poured Aerated Vacuum Vibrated coefficient size (mm) coefficient water content
ρp ρaer ρvac ρvib µs (–) d10 d50 d90 Cc (–) w (%)
Oats 447 444 470 464 0.53–0.62 1.45 2.66 3.94 0.63 12
Fertiliser 1136 1131 1142 1230 0.08–0.15 0.105 0.185 0.353 0.76 1.2
Talc 455 427 530 466 0.4–0.8 0.034 0.056 0.092 0.35 0.4
225
to samples gently funnelled into the reservoir. The funnel is gradually lifted dur-
ing filling to maintain a maximum distance of 150 mm between the release point
13
and the surface of the accumulated material. The free surface of the resulting
granular columns is manually levelled with a spatula, without exerting down-
ward compaction of the poured samples. From the values of ρp, the aerated ρaer230
and vacuum ρvac densities are measured by the volume change of the granular
columns subject to air flows ranging between ±2.5× 10−3 m3 s−1. The vibrated
density ρvib is obtained by gently pouring granular material samples into a mea-
suring cylinder, to which a vibration is applied (of frequency 50 Hz, maximum
amplitude 0.3 mm, and peak acceleration 40 m s−2) until volume change ceases.235
Additionally, we present values of the friction coefficient µs for the oats from
published results in a review of properties of seeds and grains in [65]; values for
fertiliser are estimated from measurements on copper oxide films exposed to air
tested at short reaction times after their formation in [66]; and values for dry
talc samples are also taken from experiments with slip distances of the order240
10−2 to 1 m [67], at the same scale of our run-out observations. Furthermore, we
extract the particle sizes of these powders and bulk solids from the sieve analy-
ses presented in Fig. 7. Of the three materials, the oat flakes show the coarsest
particle sizes up to 5 mm. All the samples lie below the threshold value of 5 %
of the channel width, thereby confirming their testing suitability [18]. Comple-245
mentary material properties include: the circularity coefficient Cc describing the 
particle shape by image analysis, as the ratio of the projected particle area to that 
of a circle with the same perimeter [68]; and the gravimetric water content w 
by oven-drying at 110 ◦C of samples at an ambient relative humidity of 54 %
250        and a room temperature of 20 ◦C. In our view, the procedure to measure w
overestimates the amount of absorbed moisture on the oat flakes, by partially
removing the adsorbed water in the organic constituents of the grains. Consid-
ering the conventional storage conditions of the three materials, we assume that
our results illustrate the experimental investigation of dry granular flow.
We establish a testing protocol, valid for any granular material, to exploit255
all the redundant measurement systems incorporated to our column collapse
apparatus, comprising the following steps:
Step 1. The lifting gate is closed and the sample is prepared by following the
methodology described above to form a granular column of density ρp
at an initial column aspect ratio a ≤ 2.260
14


































Fig. 7: Particle size distribution curves of tested oat flakes, copper sulphate fertiliser, and talc
powder samples.
Step 2. The initial packing state is either as-prepared or pre-conditioned using
one of the two operating modes of the reversible pneumatic circuit.
Step 3. Pre-conditioning is stopped and the profile sensor is used to scan the
initial free surface of the granular column.
Step 4. The high-speed video camera is manually triggered to capture the whole265
experiment during the camera recording time of 9 s at 200 fps. At the
post-processing stage, we determine the start of our experiment when
the difference of two consecutive frames first exceeds a threshold value.
In the presented results, we have set threshold values at 1.2 to 2.0 %
of the peak frame difference throughout the videos, depending on the270
camera adjustments and the evolution of the experiment.
Step 5. Immediately after the high-speed video camera starts recording, a signal
is sent that triggers both the lifting gate opening, and thus the onset of
flow, as well as the data acquisition from the load cells, until the final
15
deposit is formed. In the presented results, we represent the load profiles275
to start at the time instants obtained by the procedure described in step
4. We delimit reaction times ranging from 134 to 247 ms that account
for the lapse between the opening signal transmission and the activation
of the pneumatic cylinders controlling the motion of the lifting gate.
Step 6. Once the flow stops, the lifting gate is completely detached from the280
channel to allow inspecting the final deposit, and the profile sensor is
used again to measure the surface of the final deposit along the channel.
4. Results and discussion
In this section, we present selected results on three representative granu-
lar materials to display the main features of our experimental apparatus. We285
explore the pre-conditioning state of the granular columns by fluidisation and
deaeration before collapse in subsection 4.1. We use the profile sensor to analyse
the free surface morphology of the samples at rest, before and after collapse, to
find out the run-out lengths and the slopes of the final deposits in subsection 4.2.
The data gathered by the load cells enables us to study the load distribution290
at the channel base during flow propagation in subsection 4.3. We also define
the equilibrium flow heights as the relationship between the transmitted forces
to the load cells and the height map measured by the profile sensor. In sub-
section 4.4, we investigate the flow dynamics captured in the high-speed video
recordings of the evolution of the near-wall height profiles, the flow front loca-295
tion, and the transient flow heights monitored jointly with the load cells. We
deepen our analysis of flow kinematics in the last subsection 4.5, by examin-
ing the PIV visualisations of the incremental displacement, velocity, and shear
strain rate fields. This information allows determining the energy balance of
the granular systems during the experiments.300
Notice that, throughout this section, we nondimensionalise several physi-
cal quantities—including length, time, force, and energy—whenever we need to
compare the findings from different tests. The versatility of our column collapse
apparatus offers multiple combinations of testing steps, granular materials, and
pre-conditioning of the samples, which have been considered for a thorough305
characterisation of flowability. Thereby, for the sake of clarity, we conveniently
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employ different characteristic quantities of interest in each nondimensional rep-
resentation of our results.
4.1. Initial packing state pre-conditioning
Two different granular packing states result from initially poured samples at310
the random packing state. On the one hand, air fluidisation generates loose
packing of the granular material. For fine-grained materials, an expansion
behaviour is observed at air velocities above the minimum fluidisation value,
which also involves gas channelling [69]. The initial column height without pre-
conditioning hp = 128 mm of a talc sample is shown in Fig. 8a. Air fluidisation315
provides an increase of the height with respect to hp by 5.22 %, see Fig. 8b, re-
sulting in the average initial column height after pre-conditioning h0 = 135 mm.
We observe the formation of preferential air flow paths, dominantly along the
vertical direction, i.e. orthogonal to the minor principal stress direction. We
also note the migration of fine particles at higher air velocities. On the other320
hand, deaeration produces dense packing of the granular material. The effect
on the packing state is again greater for fine powders, which become densified
under negative pressures preventing the formation of flow paths. However, as
the column shrinks, some cracks open at the free surface of the sample. The av-
erage column height at the deaerated packing state h0 = 109 mm is observed in325
Fig. 8d to be 15.1 % shorter than the initially randomly packed granular column
of height hp = 129 mm shown in Fig. 8c.
The air pressure drop across granular columns ∆P of fertiliser samples, as
a function of the applied air flow Q, is depicted in Fig. 9. We observe that,
as expected during fluidisation [70], the measured air pressures remain almost330
stable with the increase of air flow. The air pressure drop values are below the
vertical stress at the reservoir base σz, due to self-weight of the poured column
at random packing state
σz = ρpghp (1)
where g is the gravity acceleration. Vertical stresses range from 1.41 to 2.82 kPa
for columns of initial heights hp between 124 and 254 mm. Samples with larger335
initial column height correspond to higher air pressure drops, since air pressure










Fig. 8: Packing states of talc powder: a) initial random packing before fluidisation; b) fluidi-
sation; c) initial random packing before deaeration; d) deaeration.
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absence of air flow paths explains the faster and more homogeneous distribution
of the vacuum at lower negative air pressure values. At the same imposed air
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Fig. 9: Air pressure drop across fertiliser granular columns ∆P versus imposed air flow Q.
We use the data in Fig. 9 to derive the intrinsic air permeability K of the











where A is the cross-sectional area of the reservoir, and H is the estimated
average height, between hp and h0. H is identified as the elevation head of the345
granular column, subject to a vertical air flux for the successive stationary stages
of pre-conditioning, in terms of the air pressure and flow conditions. The air
dynamic viscosity and the air density, respectively µair = 1.82× 10−5 kg m−1 s−1
and ρair = 1.20 kg m
−3, are measured at 20 ◦C and 101 kPa. With maximum and
minimum values as error bars, Fig. 10 shows the variation of K as a function of350
19
porosity
ε = 1− m
ρsAH
(3)
where m is the sample mass, and ρs = 2.3 kg m
−3 is the density of the fertiliser
particles, resulting in an explored range of porosities from 0.49 to 0.58. The air
permeability of the fluidised states shows a large dispersion around the mean
value K = 1.5× 10−10 m2, which is related to large pore distribution changes355
caused by the gas channelling and particle size segregation phenomena that take
place for air flow values above the minimum fluidisation. On deaeration, the
air permeability is around K = 4.6× 10−11 m2, roughly an order of magnitude
smaller with respect to the fluidised samples, which we attribute to a reduction
in the number of accessible pores in the densified granular columns.
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Fig. 10: Intrinsic air permeability K versus average porosity ε of the fertiliser samples.
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4.2. Free surface morphology and angle of repose
Before the onset of flow, the initial free surface of the granular columns is
scanned using the 3D laser line profile sensor. We use the generated height
maps of points x = (x, y, z) to assess the average volume change of the samples
20
corresponding to their packing state. Fig. 11 shows the nondimensional height365
variation of the free surface −∆z/hp (compressive deformation is considered
positive) of talc samples at the three packing states. Comparing the density
measurements in Table 1, the compression response depends on the testing pro-
cedure and the material properties. Similar values of ρvac and ρvib are observed
for the coarse oats samples. Fine-grained powders show larger compressions:370
fertiliser arranges into more compact packing states using vibration, with an
average density increase by 8 % with respect to ρp; whereas deaeration provides
the closest particle packing observed in the case of talc, see the average com-
pression by 15 % in Fig. 11c. Regarding the effect of fluidisation, the fine-graded
talc powder shows the largest average density reduction of the three materials,375
see the average expansion around 5 % in Fig. 11a. The aerated density ρaer of
the other two coarser granular materials is reduced by < 1 %. As expected [69],
smaller expansion in comparison with the talc is observed for the oats consid-
ering its larger particle size (despite the similar ρp), as well as for the fertiliser
given its higher particle density.
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Fig. 11: Top views of the nondimensional height variation of the free surface −∆z/hp of
talc sample columns at different configurations: a) fluidised packing state (hp = 128 mm,
h0 = 135 mm); b) random packing state (hp = h0 = 127 mm); c) deaerated packing state
(hp = 129 mm, h0 = 109 mm).
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At the end of our experiment, we measure again the free surface of the final
deposits, as shown in Fig. 12. We take the initial volume of the granular columns
into consideration by nondimensionalising the height and run-out length with
respect to the initial column height after pre-conditioning h0. This allows us
21
to compare the observations of the different materials, based on their material385
properties. We observe that the maximum heights of the final deposits h∞
(Fig. 1) are h∞/h0 = 0.8, 0.7 and 0.7 respectively for oats, fertiliser and talc
samples. This indicates the complete collapse of the granular columns of initial
column aspect ratio a > 1. However, this behaviour is not always observed, es-
pecially in the case of samples with lower values of a or that are pre-conditioned390
to a denser packing state, for which large fractions of the sample mass remain
static during flow. Throughout the channel width, we observe on the one hand
a lower variation of the height map in the case of fertiliser, see Fig. 12b, a
non-cohesive material with small particle sizes relative to the dimensions of our
experimental apparatus. On the other hand, the free surface of the final deposit395
is more unevenly distributed along the y-axis for the cohesive talc powder and
the oats, a material with coarser and more irregularly-shaped particles. We
define the run-out length l∞ (Fig. 1) as the average spreading of the tested
samples. To this end, we use the average height profile of the final deposit
in the y-axis direction z̄y(x), taking into account the irregular distribution of400
the free surface along the channel width. We represent l∞ by vertical stripes
located at the largest x -coordinate with z̄y above the vertical resolution of the
sensor. Consequently, we identify fertiliser as the material with larger spread-
ing l∞/h0 = 2.3 compared to the oats and talc samples, which show similar
locations of the deposited flow front at l∞/h0 = 1.7.405
In Fig. 13a we compare z̄y of an initially deaerated talc sample with a flu-
idised fertiliser sample. The height profile data is nondimensionalised in the
x -axis and z -axis directions by the respective maximum values l∞ and h∞, to
compare the height variation along the same unitary run-out. The gate opening
generates a reduction of horizontal stresses in the granular material that causes410
collapse of the fluidised fertiliser sample. The deaerated talc column is never-
theless sustained by cohesion, where we observe the formation of a vertical cut
at the final deposit configuration.
The angle of repose is a commonly used parameter in industrial practice [71],







as shown in Fig. 13b, where the moving mean of α is represented using an
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Fig. 12: Top views of the nondimensional free surface z/h0 and runout lengths l∞/h0 of three
final deposits of tested samples without pre-conditioning: a) oats (h0 = 282 mm); b) fertiliser
(h0 = 253 mm); c) talc (h0 = 243 mm).
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averaging length 20d50 along the final deposit. The physical relevance of the
angle of repose can be discussed by comparison with the friction coefficient µs,
which governs the shearing mechanics of dry non-cohesive granular materials
[54]. The flow of fertiliser develops an angle of the final deposit below 28◦ at the420
head and central parts of the deposit, gradually decreasing towards the run-out
length to lower α values within the range of µs, see Table 1. However, α of the
deaerated talc sample shows peak angle values reaching 87◦ around the vertical
cut, and large α variations along the deposit length, which are not contained
within the range of expected µs. These observations indicate that generally the425
angle also incorporates other physically relevant phenomena, including cohesion,
besides the friction coefficient.
















Talc, deaerated (a = 1.45) Fertiliser, fluidised (a = 1.47)
Fig. 13: Front views of two final deposit configurations of talc and fertiliser samples: a)
nondimensional average height profile z̄y/h∞ along the nondimensional run-out length x/l∞
with shaded ranges of minimum to maximum z(x); b) angle α along x/l∞.
4.3. Basal load profiles and equilibrium flow heights
We investigate the granular flow propagation from the load distribution on
the channel base in time for the different samples represented in Fig. 15. We430
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define the nondimensional load λ(xk, t) by the ratio of the force f(t) measured by 
each transducer at the x -axis location xk, k = {1, . . . , 9}, to the weight force of 






Moreover, we define the nondimensional time τ = t/tc, where tc = h0/g is the 
characteristic time elapsed by a particle in free fall from an initial height h0. 
Then, the experimental measurements obtained from the load cells (τ , λ) are 
fitted at each point xk by a nonlinear least squares criterion to the exponential 
model
λ(xk, τ) = λramp(xk, τ) + λpeak(xk, τ) (6)
combining two Gaussian functions to explain the evolution of the basal loads in 440 












describes a load deposition ramp from the initial λ = 0 to λ = λr at equilibrium, 
with three model parameters to be fitted: the basal load at equilibrium λr(xk), the 
central ramp time τr(xk), and the ramp shape parameter τr′(xk). We use the load 
deposition ramp model parameters τr and τr′ to estimate the times at
which the ramp starts τ0 and ends τ∞ by
rτ0 = τr − 3τ ′ τ∞ = τr + 3τr′ (8)
as shown in Fig. 14. On the other hand, we observe an overshoot effect mainly for 
a > 1 and sensed by the first force transducer, λp(x1). Only in these cases we 
consider the second summand in Eq. (6)










accounting for the occurrence of load peaks with three model parameters: the
445 basal load peak λp(xk), the central peak time τp(xk), and the peak shape pa-
rameter τp′ (xk). We have confirmed that the load peaks are negligible otherwise, 
since small values |λp| < 10−4 are obtained in the fitting, and the physical in-
terpretation of both τp and τp′ is lost.
Fig. 15 depicts the results of two representative trials of each experiment,


































Fig. 14: Graph of the exponential model showing the combination of the two Gaussian func-
tions λramp and λpeak, respectively controlled by the model parameters λr, τr, τ
′




the onset of flow at τ = 0, the flow front propagates along the channel, reach-
ing the first membrane at times τ0(x1) depending on the initial column aspect
ratio: for a < 1, fertiliser is the fastest advancing material and talc is notably
delayed with respect to the other materials; for a > 1, times τ0(x1) are reduced
in average. Once the flow front advance is first detected at τ0, a depositional455
process develops at each load cell location on the channel base. During this pro-





τ = τr, until the final deposit at rest is formed after τ∞ and loads stabilise around
λr. For a < 1, maximum deposition rates between 0.010–0.012 are observed,
whereas the maximum rates rise to values between 0.032–0.040 as the initial460
column aspect ratio increases to a > 1, showing similar values independently of
the material. We notice comparable load profiles registered at the consecutive
membrane positions, although with lower deposition rates at the successive xk.
The overshoot effect before load stabilisation is observed clearly for the fertiliser
and talc samples, respectively showing load increments λp(x1)/λr(x1) of 11 %465
and 23 % at peak times τp(x1) around the estimated τ∞(x1). Close values of the
peak shape parameter τ ′p(x1) are found for both materials. Small negative load
peaks are also captured by the model, which describe a smooth deceleration of
the depositional process towards the equilibrium load λr albeit with a negligible
effect on the basal load propagation trends. We interpret the load peaks to470
be caused by an initial flow stage of vertical collapse [25, 26], which generates
the downward acceleration of the mobilised mass. This results in impulses ex-
erted on the channel base at positions closer to the reservoir, that are in turn
quickly dissipated as the motion becomes governed by the horizontal inertia of
the propagating flow. Comparing the performance of the different materials,475
we observe that the talc powder at a > 1 shows the largest λp(x1), due to its
abrupt vertical collapse, which also produces a steeper deposition rate on the
second membrane. Talc shows the highest deviation in the attained values of
λr(xk), denoting an irregular distribution of flow front along the channel width,
especially at the run-out configuration.480
We identify a relationship between the basal load distribution registered at
run-out and the free surface of the final deposit configuration. At equilibrium,
the flow height hk at the k -th membrane location is determined by the balance
27
Table 2: Nondimensional Gaussian model parameters fitted to average results at the load cell
locations x1, . . . , x4, of oats, fertiliser and talc samples of initial column aspect ratios a, tested
at the random packing state.
Materials a
Load cell location (mm)





τ ′r 0.62 0.64
1.87
λr 0.024 0.013 0.003
τr 1.79 2.76 3.29





τ ′r 0.69 0.70
λp −0.001 –
τp 2.99 –
τ ′p 1.24 –
1.69
λr 0.024 0.013 0.005 0.001
τr 1.77 2.55 3.24 3.86
τ ′r 0.29 0.65 0.63 0.56
λp 0.003 −0.001 – –
τp 2.82 2.99 – –







λr 0.025 0.015 0.002
τr 2.23 3.01 3.59
τ ′r 0.36 0.43 0.34
λp 0.006 – –
τp 3.14 – –
τ ′p 0.69 – –
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Fit Load cell location (mm): 225 320 425 545
Oats Fertiliser Talc
Fig. 15: Basal load profiles at the load cell locations x1, . . . , x4: nondimensional transmitted
load λ against nondimensional time τ for oats (left), fertiliser (centre) and talc (right) samples
tested at the random packing state with varying values of a.
of forces between the load detected by the respective load cell f(xk) and the self-
weight of an a priori unknown tributary volume of granular mass accumulated485
over the membrane. We assume a tributary volume consisting of a vertical
cylinder of unknown radius Rk, expectedly between the minimum and maximum
membrane radii Rin and Rex, with a flat face on the channel base and the top
face described by the free surface of the final deposit with average height z̄k. At
the final static state, we take the flow height to be equal to the average height490
of the tributary volume, hk(τ > τ∞) = z̄k, resulting in the balance of forces
f(xk)− ρgπRk2hk = 0 (10)
where ρ is the time-dependent bulk density, evaluated by the volume change of
the sample with respect to the initial granular column. We observe an overall
increase of the bulk density of the final deposit by 1.9 % with respect to the initial
ρvac of the material. The results depicted in Fig. 16 show Rk to lie around the495
midpoint between the membrane radii, with the calculated values ranging from
22.5 to 24.1 mm. The observations systematically confirm the assumption on
the tributary volumes for the calculation of the flow heights. Therefore, the
measurements of the silicone membrane and load cell mountings can be verified
at the final static state by means of the profile sensor system, thus benefiting500
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from the instrumentation redundancy of our experimental apparatus.




























Fig. 16: Front view of the average height profile of the final deposit z̄y and the flow heights
h1, . . . , h4 of an initially deaerated fertiliser sample (a= 1.69), where z̄k are plotted as coloured
lines spanning Rk around the load cell locations xk and enclosed by shaded bars marking the
range between the membrane radii Rin and Rex.
4.4. Frontal flow visualisations and transient flow heights
We study the frontal flow propagation along the rectangular channel to ob-
tain a direct description of the granular motion close to the vertical glass wall
from the high-speed video camera recordings. For all the tested samples, we505
accept the plane strain hypothesis on the granular flows, i.e. their quasi-two-
dimensionality, despite the uneven distribution of the free surface in the y-axis
direction discussed in subsection 4.2. We interpret the near-wall results accord-
ingly as representative of the overall behaviour within the channel.
To quantify the image analyses, first we perform the scaling of the video510
frames recorded by the high-speed camera. We use the calibrated profile sensor
measurements of the initial granular column and the corresponding final deposit
configuration. In Fig. 17, we establish a pixel scale of 0.58 px mm−1 by matching
the near-wall height profile of the granular pile zwall to the free surface at the
frontmost y-coordinate, z(ymin).515
In Fig. 18, we represent the evolution of zwall at the same instants in time
τ—nondimensional with respect to the characteristic time tc of free fall from
height h0—during the flow of two oats samples of initial column aspect ratios
a = 0.93 and 1.87, tested at the random packing state. We use the characteris-
tic lengths l0 and h0 for the nondimensional representation of the height profile520
30
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Fig. 17: Front views at the initial (τ = 0) and final (τ > τ∞) configurations of the near-
wall height profiles of an oats sample tested without pre-conditioning, zwall and z(ymin),
respectively obtained from high-speed camera and profile sensor measurements.
data in the x -axis and z -axis directions, respectively. This allows tracking the
changes in the surface morphology starting from similar reference unitary re-
gions. We distinguish three different stages of flow during propagation, starting
immediately after collapse. In the first stage, the granular column deforms by
maintaining a step-shaped free surface that advances in the x -axis direction. For525
a < 1, we observe the free surface converging gradually towards a wedge-shaped
surface for a time interval from τ = 0 to over τ = 1.59, see Fig. 18a. This initial
stage of flow develops more rapidly for a > 1, completing before τ = 1.59. Next,
we detect a second stage of steady propagation of the flow front, which advances
rapidly in regions closer to the channel base, until approximately τ = 2.51 in all530
cases. The height profile gradually develops into a wedge in the case of a < 1,
while the initial step-shaped configuration is preserved for a > 1 until around
τ = 2.01, as shown in Fig. 18b. Finally, in a third flow stage, the advance of the
flow front stops at the run-out lengths l∞/l0 = 2.40 and 3.37 for a = 0.93 and
1.87, respectively. In the final deposit configuration, we observe for a < 1 that535
the granular material is only partially mobilised to an extent of approximately
half the reservoir length, whereas for a > 1 the complete collapse of the initial
column takes place.
31














































 (-): 0.00 0.71 1.21 1.59
1.80 2.01 2.51 9.00
Fig. 18: Evolution in the nondimensional time τ of the nondimensional height profiles zwall/h0
of two oats samples tested at the random packing state with different values of a.
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Fig. 19 shows the location in time τ of the flow front φ of the tests depicted





to track the mobility reach of the flow front, evolving between the initial reser-
voir length l0 and the final run-out length l∞. The image analysis results are
contrasted with the basal load profile measurements, showing good agreement
between the flow front trajectory and the load profile times τ0(xk)—at which
the k -th load cell locations are reached. The propagation of the flow front shows545
similar trends for the two oats samples at two different initial column aspect
ratios. We observe an initial phase of slow propagation from τ = 0.4 to 1.5,
reaching φ = 0.2 in average, which corresponds to the first flow stage. Subse-
quently, we notice a phase of rapid propagation during the second flow stage,













 a = 0.93 (image analysis)
 a = 0.93 (load profiles)
 a = 1.88 (image analysis)
 a = 1.88 (load profiles)
Fig. 19: Normalised flow front location φ in the nondimensional time τ of two oats samples
of varying initial column aspect ratio a, tested at the random packing state.
550
Moreover, we use the basal load profiles as an estimate of the flow heights
hk during the dynamic propagation of the granular material along the channel.
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In Fig. 20, we compare hk of the same deaerated fertiliser sample in Fig. 16
to the near-wall height profiles zwall. At time τ = 2.30, we compute the flow
heights hk(τ) by the balance of forces in Eq. (10), assigning to the tributary radii555
Rk the values calculated at the final static state of the sample, and using the
instantaneous bulk density ρ(τ). An overall negligible decrease of the density by
0.6 % is observed with respect to the initial ρvac. We observe that the transient
flow heights hk do not correspond with the average profile heights z̄k. On the
one hand, at the head of the wedge-shaped flow front, we find h1 > z̄1 by 29 %,560
which we correlate with the peaks observed in the basal load profiles, see Fig. 15,
caused by the downward vertical acceleration of the mobilised mass due to the
collapse of samples with a > 1. On the other hand, we notice at the consecutive
load cell locations that h2 < z̄2 and h3 < z̄3, respectively by 34 and 84 %. At
the toe of the flow front, we observe that the propagation is dominated by the565
horizontal inertia of the flow, and hence the reason for the reduced flow heights.































Fig. 20: Front view of the near-wall height profile zwall and the flow heights h1, . . . , h3 at
the recording time τ = 2.30 of the initially deaerated fertiliser sample (a = 1.69) depicted
in Fig. 16. The average profile height z̄k around the load cell locations xk is represented by
dashed lines spanning Rk.
4.5. PIV-based near-wall kinematics and energy balance
We perform PIV analyses on the high-speed video recordings of the near-wall
flow propagation of the granular materials. The outcome of the post-process is570
the description of the incremental displacement field ∆u = (∆ux,∆uz) between
34
all pairs of consecutive video frames (recorded at 200 fps, i.e. with fixed time
steps ∆t = 0.005 s), from which we derive the average velocity field in the elapsed
time between frame pairs by v = ∆u/∆t = (vx, vz). In Fig. 21, we observe the
near-wall kinematics of the flow of an oats sample of initial column aspect ratio575
a = 1.88 by representing the velocity modulus
|v| =
√
vx2 + vz2 (12)
which shows the behaviour of mass mobilisation, alongside the absolute value




indicating the regions of localisation of the rate of change of the shear strains,
at three representative time instants τ during flow. At τ = 1.16, we observe the580
displacement of an upper sliding block with respect to the static mass fraction
at the bottom of the collapsing column, as shown in Fig. 21a. During the first
flow stage of deformation of the granular column due to collapse, the motion
of the vertical flow front is dominated by large downward velocities showing
peak values close to the free surface. The larger shear strain rates concentrate585
at the toe of the sliding block, as can be seen in Fig. 21b, where we detect
a localised shear band spreading over to the top free surface of the granular
column. We notice two peaks of the velocity modulus at τ = 1.90, during the
second flow stage of rapid propagation of the wedge-shaped flow front depicted
in Fig. 21c: one at the head of the wedge, where the downward velocities gener-590
ate the avalanching of the granular material that is mobilised towards the toe;
and the other peak located at the toe of the wedge with increasing horizontal
velocities. The direction of the velocity field towards the toe of the wedge is
gradually aligned with the horizontal surface of the channel base. Simultane-
ously, the shear strain rates represented in Fig. 21d develop closer to the free595
surface in comparison with observations at τ = 1.16. We notice large shear
strain rates around the upper avalanching front and also at the lower part of
the flow front. In Fig. 21e and Fig. 21f, the third flow stage of deceleration of
the flow is illustrated at τ = 2.93. The mass mobilisation slows down, as showed
by the reduced values of the average velocity modulus and the incremental shear600
strain rate distributed close to the free surface.
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Fig. 21: Average velocity modulus (left) and absolute value of the incremental shear strain rate
(right) fields at three different nondimensional time τ instants during the flow propagation of
an oats sample (a = 1.88) tested at the random packing state. For reasons of readability, the
color scales are saturated below the peak velocity 1.90 m s−1 and shear strain rate 925 s−1 at
τ = 1.90.
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Fig. 22 shows the evolution in time τ of the maximum near-wall horizontal
vmaxx and vertical v
max
z (with downward velocities positive for ease of represen-
tation) components of the velocity field during flow propagation of two oats
samples alongside two fertiliser samples of varying initial column aspect ratios605
a < 1 and a > 1. All the samples are tested at random packing state. We
observe an initially rapid increase of both maximum velocities during the first
flow stage in the case of oats, followed by a deceleration of both maximum com-
ponents. For the fertiliser, vmaxx continues to rise though slightly delayed with
respect to vmaxz . Both maximum components reach their peak values during the610
second flow stage, first vmaxz at a time τ < 2, followed by v
max
x . We observe
larger maximum vertical velocity peaks of the oats with respect to the fertiliser
by 63 % and 50 %, respectively for a < 1 and a > 1. For the oats, the peak val-
ues of vmaxx are 42 % and 32 % lower than the peak values of v
max
z , respectively
for a < 1 and a > 1, whereas similar peak values of both velocity components615
are obtained in the case of fertiliser. Afterwards, both velocity components de-
crease gradually during the last flow stage, until the final static state is reached
by the oats sample. Velocities halt to a complete stop at τ < 4 for the fer-
tiliser. In addition, we notice a greater dispersion of both velocity components
in the oats samples throughout the flow. We explain this effect by a dominant620
avalanching mechanism in the flow, due to particle interlocking caused by the
irregular shape of oat flakes. In contrast, the finer-grained fertiliser samples
show a smoother evolution of the maximum velocity components. Our obser-
vations are in line with the schematic division of the flow dynamics originally
proposed in [25, 26], as regards the description of the first two stages of flow.625
Although two flow stages are sufficient for the description of the flow dyamics
of non-cohesive granular materials, such as fertiliser, we require adding a final
third stage in the case of oats to describe the flow from when the run-out length
is reached, by the end of the second flow stage, until the mass mobilisation
ceases.630
We analyse the granular flow behaviour from the point of view of the energy
balance [72]
Etot = Epot + Ekin + U (14)
where Etot is the total energy of the granular system, which is conserved,
37











































































































































Fig. 22: Maximum near-wall horizontal vmaxx and vertical v
max
z components of velocity against
the nondimensional time τ for oats (left) and fertiliser (right) samples tested at the random
packing state with varying values of a.
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Epot = mgzCM is the gravitational potential energy, where zCM is the height of




kin is the kinetic energy,635
described by the mean square of the velocity fields resulting from the PIV anal-
ysis [62], and U is the internal energy of the granular system, which accounts
for the energy dissipated during flow. We compute Ekin by the addition of the
translational Etranskin = mv
2/2 and rotational Erotkin = Iω
2/2 contributions, where
I ≈ md250/10 is the moment of inertia of the granular system, approximated by640
the sum of the moments of inertia of all the particles assumed spherical, and
ω = (∂vz/∂x, ∂vx/∂z) is the average angular velocity field in each time step.
We use the near-wall height profile zwall, and the average velocity fields v and
ω, respectively to calculate the instantaneous Epot, and Ekin. We normalise the
energy components with respect to Etot, allowing the response of the different645
materials to be compared. All energy components are redistributed in time τ ,
as shown in Fig. 23 for two oats and two fertiliser samples, both with initial col-
umn aspect ratios a < 1 and a > 1, and tested at the random packing state. In
all cases, we observe that Etot = Epot at τ = 0, which is gradually transformed
into the variations of Ekin and U during flow of the granular material. We find a650
final decrease of Epot with respect to the initial values by 28 and 34 % for a < 1,
and by 47 and 55 % for a < 1. The fertiliser samples show the larger reductions
of the potential energy, which we explain by the greater spreading of the mo-
bilised mass along the channel. Regarding Ekin, we notice that its variation is
controlled by Etranskin , whereas we find the contribution of E
rot
kin to kinetic energy655
to be negligible in the case of fertiliser, with peak values between 0.2 and 0.5 %
of the peak Etranskin . However, the peak E
rot
kin values attain 4 and 13 % of the peak
Etranskin for the oats samples, as expected for a granular material whose mass
mobilisation is dominated by avalanching mechanisms, see Fig. 21. We notice a
peak of Etranskin at τ < 2, which we relate to the evolution of the instantaneous660
maximum velocity components shown in Fig. 22, reaching 11 and 14 % of the
respective Etot for the oats, and 2.6 and 3.0 % in the case of fertiliser, larger for
a < 1 in both cases. Finally, in all cases, the increase of internal energy U at
the final static state is equal to the reduction of Epot. According to [62], the
continuous decay of Epot and the peak trend of E
trans
kin suggest that the initial665
collapse (first flow stage) is dominated by gravity whereas flow propagation (sec-
39
ond and third flow stages) is governed by dissipation processes. Consistently,
we attribute the increase of U mainly to irreversible particle interactions, in-
cluding plastic normal collisions and the work of tangential forces and torques
[73]. As a result, the larger energy dissipation takes place for the fertiliser sam-670
ples, which show greater mass mobilisation for all values of the initial column
aspect ratio. Furthermore, our experimental evaluation of the model of energy
balance in Eq. (14) is validated by our observations in Appendix A, based on
the numerical simulation results presented in [74].





























































































Fig. 23: Energy balance of the normalised potential Epot, kinetic Etranskin and E
rot
kin, and internal
U energies with respect to the total energy Etot, during flow of oats (left) and fertiliser (right)
samples tested at the random packing state with varying values of a.
5. Summary and conclusions675
We have presented our new fully-instrumented granular column collapse ap-
paratus responding to the need for an experimental methodology to characterise
granular flow of a wide range of powders and grains. Our experimental set-up
40
and the approach followed to interpret the results can be used as a reference
framework to inform decision-making strategies for the adequate selection of680
bulk solids handling equipment, based on a quantitative evaluation of flowability
of granular materials. Moreover, our experimental set-up can be further useful
for granular flow modelling, with implications for the calibration of numerical
model parameters, and the validation of the effect of the material properties
and environmental conditions on flowability.685
5.1. Column collapse apparatus
We have equipped our quasi-two-dimensional channel set-up with novel fea-
tures and a diversity of redundant measuring techniques, which provide consid-
erable insight into the flowability of powders and grains:
• A new lifting gate design, automated by a parallelogram mechanism that690
reduces the fast shearing and dragging effects on the samples during gate
opening induced by existing vertical and swinging gates.
• A reversible pneumatic circuit with air flow and pressure control to study
fluidisation and dearation effects on the material in granular column col-
lapse set-ups. The air flow range of the circuit allows pre-conditioning695
the random packing state of the initial granular columns poured into the
reservoir, reproducing actual handling conditions.
• An original system with silicone membranes and beam load cells to mon-
itor the basal load distribution during flow at discrete positions along the
channel surface. We adapt the weighing technology, employed for dosing700
in bag filling systems, to the analysis of flow propagation and deposition
processes.
• A 3D line profile sensor controlled by a linear guide to scan the free surface
morphology of the initial granular column and final deposit configurations
of the tested samples. Laser scanning has been used previously on granular705
column collapse set-ups [35], and overcomes the measuring accuracy of
other techniques, such as vernier scales with sliding laser pointers used in
[23, 29].
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• A high-speed video recording set, including a camera and LED lighting, to
visualise the near-wall dynamics, as well as to extract kinematic measures710
and energy balances during the flow by PIV analysis of the video record-
ings. The use of PIV analysis has mainly been limited to characterising
the flow velocities on granular column collapse set-ups [25, 26]. Few ex-
amples of the experimental evaluation of physical quantities derived from
PIV analyses have been reported, though using different set-ups [58], or715
to validate numerical simulations [61].
5.2. Flow characterisation
We have demonstrated the capabilities of the apparatus with selected results
from our granular flow tests with oat flakes, copper sulphate fertiliser, and talc
powder samples, the highlights of which we summarise as follows:720
• Fine-graded materials (fertiliser, talc) are pre-conditioned more effectively
by our reversible pneumatic circuit. However, in the explored range of
imposed air flow, neither full bed fluidisation nor significant vacuum com-
paction is attained for coarser materials (oats). In fluidisation conditions,
the air pressure drop ∆P of powders reaches stabilisation due to the for-725
mation of preferential air flow paths, also influencing the variability of the
intrinsic permeability K of the material, whereas we observe a linear de-
crease of negative ∆P with the imposed vacuum, along with a reduction
of K.
• We assume the plane strain hypothesis on the flow dynamics from the pro-730
file sensor measurements. The final deposits of fertiliser show a smooth
slope and a larger run-out length l∞ with respect to the oats and talc
samples. The talc flow presents the most uneven distribution of the mo-
bilised mass—due to its cohesive nature—and shows a no-flow scenario
when subjected to pre-conditioning by deaeration. We question the use of735
the angle α as a suitable flow descriptor for cohesive powders.
• We detect the basal load profiles with the set of load cells, which we fit
to an exponential model describing a load deposition ramp λramp between
times τ0 and τ∞, and up to the equilibrium load λr at the final static state.
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For fertiliser and talc columns with initial column aspect ratio a > 1, we740
observe the formation of a load peak λpeak, which we attribute to the
initial downward acceleration of the mobilised mass after collapse.
• We determine the flow heights hk from the basal load distribution in time.
We contrast the flow heights with the profile sensor measurements of the
free surface of the final deposit over the load cell locations z̄k at equilib-745
rium, and the transient near-wall height profiles zwall obtained by image
analysis of the video recordings. The flowing fertiliser shows hk > z̄k at
the cell locations closer to the head of the wedge-shaped flow front, coin-
ciding with the development of λpeak. We also find hk > z̄k at the load cell
locations closer to the toe of the flow front, which we relate to its rapid750
propagation being dominated by the horizontal inertia of the spreading
mass.
• We carry out PIV analyses of the video recordings to obtain the evolving
near-wall kinematic fields (displacements, velocities, shear strain rates).
We complement our visualisations with morphological data, comprising755
zwall and the flow front trajectory φ. We use all this information to dif-
ferentiate three stages describing the flow dynamics, for all values of a:
– an initial flow stage dominated by the vertical component of velocity
vz, in which an upper sliding block is moving with respect to the
material at rest at the bottom of the column, and thus explaining760
the mechanism leading to the registered λp in the basal load profiles;
– a second flow stage of rapid propagation of φ—described by the hor-
izontal component of velocity vz at the toe of the wedge-shape flow
front, and by vz at the head—which stops abruptly at length l∞;
– and a third and final flow stage of deceleration of the mass mobili-765
sation, where both vx and vx are gradually reduced until the static
final state is reached, which we clearly observe in the case of oats
unlike for fertiliser.
• The energy balance of the granular system during flow propagation is
controlled mainly by the redistribution of the potential energy Epot and770
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the translational component of the kinetic energy Etranskin , both of which
we estimate from the image analysis of the frontal flow visualisations. We
approximate the magnitude of the rotational component of the kinetic
energy Erotkin, showing its little impact on the flow dynamics of the tested
oats samples, and being almost negligible in the case of fertiliser. We775
attribute the increase in the internal energy U to the dissipation generated
by the interparticle contacts governing the mass mobilisation, this effect
being more dominant for flows of fertiliser than in the case of oats. We
validate the energy balance by DEM simulations.
In conclusion, we notice the good flowability of the copper sulphate fertiliser780
in that it is an easily aeratable material with a large mobility reach, as can be
seen by the long run-out length and basal load distribution, exhibiting a flow
propagation mechanism governed by frictional sliding in two stages of flow. The
oat flakes show moderate flowability, having low sensitivity to both fluidisation
and deaeration, and a flow dynamics controlled by avalanching related to particle785
interlocking that results into larger velocity peaks but an overall reduced mass
mobilisation. We observe a poor flowability of the cohesive talc powder, which
shows an uneven distribution of the deposited material in the static final state
and a flow dynamics with short run-out lengths.
5.3. Outlook790
We are currently investigating a methodology to predict the most suitable
feeder type for the dosing of any given granular material by its classification into
flowability clusters [75], defined by cluster analysis of a database of powders
and grains. Conventional laboratory results, as well as the results from our
experimental apparatus, provide us with key information to address this cluster795
analysis correctly. Therefore, the efficiency of the bulk dosing operations can
be improved, yielding environmental and economic benefits for the packaging
industry.
Future work will continue to explore the effect of particle shape non-sphericity
using superquadrics [76], and the use of micro-macro transition methods [77] to800
calibrate and validate our DEM simulations against the experimental flow kine-
matics results from the PIV analyses.
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A Cross-sectional area of the granular column (m2)
a Initial column aspect ratio (–)
Cc Circularity coefficient (–)
d Particle size by sieving, percent mass fraction passing in subscript (mm)
Ekin Kinetic energy of the granular system (J)
Erotkin Rotational kinetic energy of the granular system (J)
Etranskin Translational kinetic energy of the granular system (J)
Epot Potential energy of the granular system (J)
Etot Total energy of the granular system (J)
f Force transmitted to the load cells (mN)
g Acceleration of gravity (m s−2)
H Average height of the granular column during pre-conditioning (mm)
h∞ Maximum height of the final deposit (mm)
h0 Initial height of the granular column after pre-conditioning, if any (mm)
hk Flow height at the k -th membrane location (mm)
hp Initial height of the granular column at the random packing state (mm)
I Moment of inertia of the granular system (kg m2)
K Intrinsic air permeability (m2)
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l∞ Run-out length of the final deposit (mm)
l0 Reservoir length (mm)
m Sample mass (kg)
Q Air flow (m3 s−1)
Rex External radius of the membranes (mm)
Rin Internal radius of the membranes (mm)
Rk Radius of the cylindrical tributary volume of granular mass over the
k -th membrane (mm)
t Time (s)
tc Characteristic time (s)
U Internal energy of the granular system (J)
v Average velocity field (m s−1)
w Gravimetric water content (%)
xk Location of the load cells on the x -axis, k = {1, . . . , 9} (mm)
ymin Frontmost y-coordinate of the channel width (mm)
zCM Height of the centre of mass of the granular system (m)
z̄k Average height of the free surface of the final deposit over the k -th
membrane location (mm)
zwall Near-wall height profile of the granular pile (mm)
z̄y Average height profile of the final deposit in the y-axis direction (mm)
Greek symbols
α Angle of the final deposit (◦)
γ̇xz Incremental shear strain rate (s
−1)
∆P Air pressure drop across the granular column (kPa)
∆t Fixed time step between consecutive video frames (s)
∆u Incremental displacement field between consecutive video frames (m)
∆z Height variation of the free surface of the granular column after pre-
conditioning (m)
ε Average porosity (–)
θ Membrane thickness (mm)
λ Nondimensional transmitted load (–)
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λp Nondimensional peak load of the basal load profile peak model (–)
λpeak Nondimensional basal load profile peak model (–)
λr Nondimensional equilibrium load of the basal load profile ramp model
(–)
λramp Nondimensional basal load profile ramp model (–)
µair Air dynamic viscosity (kg m
−1 s−1)
µs Sliding friction coefficient (–)
ρ Time-dependent bulk density during flow propagation (kg m−3)
ρaer Bulk density after aeration pre-conditioning (kg m
−3)
ρair Air density (kg m
−3)
ρp Bulk density at the random packing state (kg m
−3)
ρs Particle density (kg m
−1 s−1)
ρvac Bulk density after vacuum pre-conditioning (kg m
−3)
ρvib Bulk density after sample vibration (kg m
−3)
σz Vertical stress at the base of the poured granular column (kPa)
τ Nondimensional time (–)
τ∞ Nondimensional ramp ending time of the basal load profile model (–)
τ0 Nondimensional ramp starting time of the basal load profile model (–)
τp Nondimensional central time of the basal load profile peak model (–)
τ ′p Shape coefficient of the basal load profile peak model (–)
τr Nondimensional central time of the basal load profile ramp model (–)
τ ′r Shape coefficient of the basal load profile ramp model (–)
φ Normalised flow front location (–)
ω Average angular velocity field (m s−1)
Appendix A. Energy balance by DEM simulations
We validate the energy balance in Eq. (14) with numerical simulations to
support our experimental findings. The simulation of granular column collapse
tests by the discrete element method (DEM) gives us a direct insight into bulk
scale flowability issues by involving the grain scale properties as model param-
eters, for instance the particle size polydispersity [78]. We present new results
from our investigations in [74] on the effect of hygroscopicity on the mass mobil-
isation of granular columns using the open-source software MercuryDPM [79].
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We implement a linear spring-dashpot particle contact model coupled with a
capillary model, assuming the liquid to be distributed onto adsorbed films and
capillary bridges between the particles. The published results indicate that
liquid contents in the pendular regime lead to the formation of particle aggre-
gates or caking, and thus a decrease in flowability of the granular materials.
Therefore, we compare the energy balance of two particle systems of identical
monodisperse spheres with initial column aspect ratios a > 2, but with differing
flowability caused by the different liquid contents w = 0.0 % and 7.5 % of the dry
and wet granular flows, respectively, as shown in Fig. A.1. The decay of Epot
is attained around t = 0.85 s after collapse in both cases, reaching final energy
decreases of 64 % and 47 % with respect to the initial values. The large mass
mobilisation of the dry particle system explains the greater Epot reduction, as
observed in the fertiliser results. The variation of Ekin is governed by the E
trans
kin
component—with peak values of 13 % and 5 % of the Etot, respectively for the
dry and wet set-ups—whereas the contribution of Erotkin is not relevant to the
energy balance, consistently with numerical results on non-cohesive granular
flows in [80]. However, we notice dissimilarities between the Etranskin trends of the
numerical results compared to the experimental results in terms of their flowa-
bility: larger peak Etranskin values are found for the oats samples experimentally
but for the dry set-up numerically, which shows a more free-flowing behaviour
as observed for the fertiliser. This is probably due to different particle shapes
of the studied materials, especially that of the oat flakes, which enhances the
avalanching behaviour that entails large peak velocities during flow propagation.
Overall, the evolution of the energy components in the simulations appears to
be analogous to the experimental results for a > 1 in Fig. 23 thereby validating
the energy balance. Moreover, the agreement between the analyses of the sim-
ulation results and the near-wall visualisations also supports the plane strain
hypothesis on the flow dynamics.
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